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AbstractÐThe problem of allocating high-volume multimedia files on a virtual
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1

INTRODUCTION

AS web-based computing is becoming commonplace, timely access
to data files that are distributed over a large number of nodes
becomes critical. This in turn requires optimal allocation of data
files to nodes to improve the data transfer time. The class of
problems dealing with the assignment of files to processing nodes
to optimize performance is commonly known as the file allocation
problem (FAP). This class of problems with different objectives
and constraints has been addressed in the literature [1], [2], [3], [5],
[7], [10], [12], [14], [15], [17], [18], [19]. Since FAPs are complex
integer programming problems with no known efficient solutions
[4], heuristics are used to find optimal solutions.
In this paper, we address FAP in a virtual circuit network
environment. A virtual circuit enables bandwidth to be reserved
throughout the connection [6], [9], [11]. We assume a multipath
routing that allows multiple routes for simultaneous data
transmission such that a high probability of successful connection
for on-demand high-bandwidth multimedia data transfer can be
achieved. We also assume that the combined size of the files is too
large to fit on any single node. Under these assumptions, the FAP
can be described as follows: Given the location of computing
nodes, data files needed for the computation, their sizes, available
link capacities, and other allocation constraints, allocate the files to
nodes to achieve minimum time for data transfer. In a high
bandwidth network with well-behaved traffic, the data transfer
time for a file is primarily determined by transmission throughput
rather than by link delays (including queuing delay, propagation
delay, and transmission time). The objective for our problem is the
allocation of files to achieve maximum overall data transfer rate.
However, unlike other FAPs, such an objective cannot be
represented by a simple linear or nonlinear function. The objective
function itself is a multicommodity flow problem and finding a
feasible solution requires the use of linear programming (LP)
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techniques. A simplistic approach to finding an optimal solution
formulates and solves every corresponding LP subproblem for
every possible valid file allocations. This approach is prohibitively
expensive in terms of computational cost. We present an alternate
method that uses the critical cut method (instead of the LP) to
compute the objective function. An algorithm, OFA (Optimal File
Allocation Algorithm), based on branch-and-bound with the
evaluation functions derived from critical cut concept is developed
in finding the optimal allocation. While this approach is more
efficient than the exhaustive search of LP, the optimal solution still
requires exponential time. We then present a polynomial-time
heuristic algorithm HFA (Heuristic File Allocation Algorithm).

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

We assume that a distributed computing system can be described
as an undirected graph with nodes representing computing sites
and edges representing communication links. We assume virtual
circuits and multipath routing for communication between a
source and a destination. Intermediate nodes do not buffer packets,
but simply send all received packets immediately. Link propagation delay is assumed negligible. We assume that the combined
size of the files is too large to fit on any single node and a file
cannot be split for distribution among multiple sites. A communication path is necessarily acyclic.
In a packet-switched subnet, files are broken into packets for
transmission. In general, the size of a packet is much smaller than
that of a multimedia file. A flow model can therefore accurately
reflect the data transmission behavior. Let M be the number of
data files to be allocated and N be the number of computer sites in
the network. We label the data files with F1 ; F2 ; . . . ; FM and the
computer sites with 1; 2; . . . ; N, respectively. An allocation A 
Aij  of the data files is defined as an M  N matrix, where

1 if data file Fi is allocated to node j
Aij 
0 otherwise:
The nodes on which data files are allocated are referred to as the
source nodes. The computing node (which accesses files) is referred
to as the target node. In our case, the objective function is the
shortest time required to transfer data from the source nodes to the
target node. For a given allocation A, the objective function
COST A can be described by the following formulation:


xij
i > j; j  1; 2; 3; . . . ; N ÿ 1; capij > 0
capij
j
N
X
X
subjectto
xij ÿ
xjk



MinimizeMax

ij

8
>
< ÿLj A
 L
>
:
0

k1

if node j is a source node
if node j is the target node
otherwise

1
for j  1; 2; . . . ; N

xij  0 if nodes i and j are not adjacent;
for all i > j; j  1; 2; . . . ; N ÿ 1;
where
capij  link capacity between nodes i and j,
xij  a variable indicating the number of bytes to be transferred
from node i to its adjacent node j (note, if the solution to the
variable xij is negative, then data flows from nodes j to i),
Lj A  the number of bytes assigned to node j for allocation A,
L  the number of bytes in all data files.
The constraints in (1) stem from a balanced inflow and outflow
should. The term jxij j=capij in (1) is the time for transmitting data
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Fig. 1. (a) The original network G. (b) The cut-tree of G. (c) The partitioned cuts.

from nodes i to j, or from nodes j to i, depending on the sign of xij .
The link having the maximum value of jxij j=capij is the bottleneck.
Since the inherent link delay was ignored, the actual transfer time is
limited by the time required to transfer data over the bottleneck link.
The objective is to minimize the data transfer time through this link.
Our FAP is thus expressed as
Minimize COST A subject to

N
X

Aij  1

for i  1; 2;    ; M

j1

and any other constrains (e.g., limited storage size).

3

COMPUTATION OF COST A

3.1

Critical Cut

COST(A) as formulated in (1) can be transformed into an LP
problem and then solved. In this section, we present an alternative,
the critical cut method that is based on cut-sets of an undirected
graph, to compute COST(A). Proofs of theorems and lemmas
associated with our method are not included in this paper due to
space limitations.
Notation
eij Edge connecting nodes i and j.
X; X The cut separating the nodes in set X (with target node in
X) from the other nodes.
cap X; X Capacity of the cut X; X.
LV A The number of bytes from the data files allocated to V in an
allocation A, where V denotes a single node or a set of nodes.
Definition 1. Let S be the set of source nodes for an allocation A and
C  f X1 ; X1 ; X2 ; X2 ; . . . ; Xm ; Xm g be the set of cuts that
separate the target node from S or a subset thereof (except the empty
set). Cut Xt ; Xt  2 C is called a critical cut if
LX A
t

cap Xt ; Xt 



LX A
i

cap Xi ; Xi 

Theorem 1. The shortest time required for the target node to receive the
is a critical cut.

Definition 2. Let ci  X; X and cj  Y ; Y  be two cuts that do not
cross. If X  Y (or, equivalently, X  Y ), ci is said to be an ancestor
of cj and cj a descendant of ci . If X \ Y  ;, ci and cj are said to be
siblings of each other.
The relationship between any pair of partitioned cuts can be
easily identified by the corresponding cut-tree. Let li and lj be the
links in the cut-tree corresponding to the partitioned cuts ci and cj .
By letting the target node be the root of the cut-tree, if there is a
path from the root to a leaf containing li and lj , then ci and cj have
an ancestor/descendent relationship. Cut ci is the ancestor of cj if li
is closer to the root than lj is in this path. If no such a path can be
found, then ci and cj have a sibling relationship.
Definition 3. Let R be the set of partitioned cuts. Cut c 2 R is called a
primary cut if, except c itself, there is no ancestor cut of c can be
found in R, or there are ancestor cuts of c in R, but the capacity of c is
less than that of any of its ancestor.
Definition 4. Edge e in the network is called a primary edge if at least
one primary cut contains edge e; otherwise, edge e is called a
nonprimary edge.
For example, in Fig. 1, if node 2 is the target node, then c2 
f2; 4g; f1; 3g i s a n a n c e s t o r o f c1  f2; 3; 4g; f1g; c3 
f1; 2; 3g; f4g is a sibling of c1 and c2 . Cuts c2 and c3 are primary
cuts, but cut c1 is not. All edges except e13 are primary edges.
Lemma 1. A critical cut contains only primary edges.

for i  1; 2; . . . ; m.
data from source nodes can be computed by

The application of Theorem 1 itself is inefficient since it involves
the enumeration of all cuts in set C. We now present an approach
that reduces the number of cuts that must be examined in finding
the critical cut. The cut reduction is based on the concept of cut-tree
proposed by Hu [8]. Consider the example in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows
the original network, G, along with link capacities. Fig. 1b shows
the cut-tree generated by Hu's algorithm. Fig. 1c illustrates that
each link of the cut-tree represents a minimum cut of G. Since these
minimum cuts do not cross each other, we call them the partitioned
cuts.

LX A
t

cap Xt ;Xt 

, where Xt ; Xt 

However, an arbitrarily collection of primary edges is not
necessarily a cut. To effectively find the cuts containing only
primary edges, we have the following definition.
Definition 5. Let ci  X; X and cj  Y ; Y  be two noncrossed cuts.
The exclusive-or operation, denoted by , is defined as follows: If ci
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Fig. 2. (a) The cut-tree presenting the relationships among p1, p2, c1, c2, and c3. (b) The reduced graph, where the edges presented by bold lines is the cut
p1  p2  c1  c2  c3. (c) The graph obtained by removing the cut p1  p2  c1  c2  c3 (note that a cut is a set of edges). (d) The graph obtained by removing the cut
fEAB ; EAF ; EBC ; EBD ; EBE ; ECD ; ECE ; ECF ; EDF ; EEF g.

and cj have a sibling relationship, then ci  cj  X \ Y ; X [ Y  and
if ci is an ancestor of cj , then ci  cj  X [ Y ; X \ Y .

partitioned cuts in G are primary. Thus, Part 1 follows
immediately from Lemma 2.

The following properties of exclusive-or operation can be easily
proven.

The proof to Part 2 is as follows: Let cut c be the result of
applying exclusive-or operations on a set of primary cuts, S,
which contains a pair of cuts having ancestor/descendant
relationship. If there is more than a pair of primary cuts in S
having ancestor/descendant relationship, we may select a cut
pair p1  V ; V  and p2  W ; W  for consideration, where p1 is
the only ancestor cut of p2 in S. Such a selection is always
feasible since, for example, assuming that c  p^1  p^2  p^3 
p^4  p^5 and p^1 is an ancestor of p^2 , p^2 is an ancestor of p^3 , and p^4
and p^5 are siblings of p^1 , we thus choose the pair p^1 and p^2 ,
rather than other ancestor/descendent pairs: p^1 and p^3 , p^2 and
p^3 , for consideration. The other members of S, according to their
relationships to p1 and p2, can be grouped into three distinct
sets: S1, S2, and S3, where S1 is the collection of p1's sibling
cuts, S2 is the collection of cuts which are not only p1's
descendants but also p2's siblings, and S3 is the set of p2's
descendants. Let c1  X; X, c2  Y ; Y , and c3  Z; Z be
the results of applying exclusive-or operations on S1, S2, and
S3, respectively. Cut c thus equals to p1  p2  c1  c2  c3.
According to the properties of exclusive-or operation, cut c1 is
p1's sibling, cut c2 is p2's sibling and p1's descendant, and cut c3
is p2's descendant. The relationships among cuts p1, p2, c1, c2,
and c3 can be clearly observed in Fig. 2a. It is obvious that
Fig. 2a is a cut-tree of Fig. 2b, which is reduced from the original
graph by letting the nodes A  V \ X, B  W \ V \ Y , C  X,

.
.
.
.
.
.

If cuts are represented by sets of edges, then, for two
noncrossed cuts ci and cj , ci  cj  ci [ cj ÿ ci \ cj .
Exclusive-or operation is commutative and associative.
ci  cj is also a cut.
If ci and cj are siblings, ci  cj is an ancestor of both ci
and cj .
If ci is an ancestor of both cj and ck , then ci is also an
ancestor of cj  ck .
If ci is a sibling of both cj and ck , then ci is also a sibling of
cj  ck .

Lemma 2. Any cut in a network can be factored into partitioned cuts
based on exclusive-or operations.
Theorem 2. The critical cut can be factored into primary cuts based on
exclusive-or operation and none of these primary cuts is an ancestor
(or descendant) of any of the others.
Proof. We first prove that a critical cut can be factored into primary
cuts (Part 1) and then prove that any pair of these primary cuts
are not ancestor/descendant of each other (Part 2).
The proof to Part 1 is derived from Lemmas 1 and 2.
Lemma 1 states that a critical cut contains only primary edges.
Therefore, we can combine adjacent nodes connected by
nonprimary edges into a super node. We denote the combined
network G . Since there is no nonprimary edge in G , all the
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Fig. 3. Steps in generating possible critical cuts (S: set of possible critical cuts).

D  Z \ W , E  Y , and F  Z, and the capacities of edges EIJ
P
for I; J 2 fA; B; C; D; E; F g be given by nodei2I; node j2J cap eij .
If a cut is presented by a set of edges,
p1  p2  c1  c2  c3 
fEAB ; EAC ; EAF ; EBD ; EBE ; ECD ; ECE ; EDF ; EEF g
is a cut separate fA; D; Eg from fB; C; F g (see Fig. 2c). The bold
lines in Fig. 2b show these edges. Consider cut
p1  fEAB ; EAD ; EAE ; EAF ; EBC ; ECD ; ECE ; ECF g
and the cut
fEAB ; EAF ; EBC ; EBD ; EBE ; ECD ; ECE ; ECF ; EDF ; EEF g
(see Fig. 2d). Both cuts separate A from B, but cut p1 is known
as the minimum cut. Thus, we have
cap EAB   cap EAD   cap EAE   cap EAF   cap EBC 
 cap ECD   cap ECE   cap ECF  
cap EAB   cap EAF   cap EBC   cap EBD   cap EBE 
 cap ECD   cap ECE   cap ECF   cap EDF   cap EEF 

2

3.3

or, equivalently,
cap EAD   cap EAE  
cap EBD   cap EBE   cap EDF   cap EEF :

3

On adding cap EAB   cap EAC   cap EAF  to the lefthand
side of (3) and cap EAB   cap EAC   cap EAF   cap ECD  
cap ECE  to the righthand side of (3), we obtain
cap EAB   cap EAC   cap EAD   cap EAE   cap EAF  
cap EAB   cap EAC   cap EAF   cap EBD   cap EBE 
 cap ECD   cap ECE   cap EDF   cap EEF :

4

The lefthand side of (4) is the capacity of the cut p1  c1
(i.e., the cut fAg; fB; C; D; E; F g and the righthand side of
(4) is the capacity of cut p1  p2  c1  c2  c3 (i.e., the cut
fA; D; Eg; fB; C; F g. Thus, the cut p1  c1 is more critical
than the cut obtained by p1  p2  c1  c2  c3 (i.e., cut c). Cut c
is thus not critical. This proves Part 2 and Theorem 2 thus
follows.
u
t

3.2

PROCEDURE Find-Possible-Critical-Cuts
/* S is the set of possible critical cuts. */
/* Initially S is empty. Finally, S holds the possible critical cuts. */
/* Q is a queue of cuts. Initially Q is empty. */
Construct the cut-tree of the original network.
Decide primary cuts
Add all primary cuts to set S
Enqueue all primary cuts to Q
REPEAT
c  dequeue Q
FOR each of the primary cuts, cP
Add and enqueue c  cP to S and Q, respectively unless
cond.1: c contains a factor cut which is an ancestor,
or a descendent, of cP .
cond.2: c \ cP  ;
END_FOR
UNTIL Q is empty
END_PROCEDURE

Algorithm

Theorem 2 suggests that we may apply exclusive-or operations on
primary cuts in order to generate a set of cuts, say S, which contains
the critical cut. The members in S are referred to as the possible critical
cuts. The following procedure, Find_Possible_Critical_Cuts realizes
the process of generating possible critical cuts.

Example

Consider the network in Fig. 1a. Files sizes and distribution are
given as follows: Node 3 is the computing node (i.e., target node).
File F1 (jF1 j  300k) is on node 2; file F2 (jF2 j  400k) is on node 1;
file F3 (jF3 j  800k) is on node 4. By letting node 3 be the root of the
cut-tree, we observe that all partitioned cuts are primary cuts. Fig. 3
lists the steps in generating possible critical cuts. Four possible
critical cuts are generated. The shortest data transfer time can be
calculated by


400 1100 800 1500
1100
MAX
;
;
;

 0:96:
1500 1150 850 1650
1150

4
4.1

OPTIMAL FILE ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS
Algorithm

In this section, we present an algorithm, OFA (Optimal File
Allocation algorithm), which uses branch & bound techniques for
constructing a search tree and obtaining the optimal allocation for
out FAP. Each tree node corresponds to the assignment of a
particular file to a specific computer site. The internal nodes of the
search tree correspond to partial allocations; the leaf nodes
represent complete allocations. Associated with each node in the
search tree is the evaluation function for the current assignment.
To ensure that the searching always yields the optimal solution,
the evaluation function for the internal nodes should underestimate the path cost [20]. In the OFA, the evaluation function for
a current allocation A, denoted by f A, is defined as
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Fig. 4. The state space tree generated by OFA applied to the example in Section 4.

f A  Max
i

LX A
i

Cap Xi ; Xi 

!
for i  1; 2; . . . ; k;

where X1 ; X1 ; X2 ; X2 ; . . . ; Xk ; Xk  are primary cuts.
The actual cost of the current allocation A, denoted by f  A,
can be computed by
!
LX A

i
f A  Max
for i  1; 2; . . . ; l;
i
Cap Xi ; Xi 
where X1 ; X1 ; X2 ; X2 ; . . . ; Xl ; Xl  are possible critical cuts.
For a partial allocation A, both functions f and f  underestimate the cost, albeit f  is more accurate than f. We use f
instead of f  to improve the efficiency of the algorithm; the
function f  is used only when a complete allocation is encountered. This function f  is applied to find the critical cut and
compute the data transfer time, i.e., the cost function COST A.
OFA starts by executing the procedure Find_Possible_Critical_
Cuts to locate primary cuts (for the computation of f) and generate
possible critical cuts (for the computation of f  ). The search tree is
then expanded by recursively calling procedure Sub_OFA. Initially, no file is assigned. The root node is thus denoted as r:(-,-,...,-).
(We use a vector notation to present file allocation: For example
(3,-,1) means that F1 is assigned to site 3, F2 has not yet been
assigned, and F3 is assigned to site 1.)
While expanding on partial allocations the algorithm uses the
following rules:
.
.
.

Larger files are assigned prior to smaller files.
Among all nodes (or assignment) at the same level in the
search tree, the one with the smallest f value is expanded
first.
If two file assignments have the same f value, the one that
allocates the file to the ancestor node (or computer sites) in
the cut-tree is expanded prior to the assignment that
allocates the same file to the descendant node.

ALGORITHM Optimal_File_Allocation

/* fop
; Aop ; Xop; Xop are global (or static) variables. */

fOP  1
Execute PROCEDURE Find_Possible_Critical_Cuts to generate
primary cuts and possible critical cuts.
root node r  (-,-,...,-).

CALL Sub OFA r
Return AOP
END_ALGORITHM
PROCEDURE Sub OFA v
IF the associative allocation of v, denoted by Av , is a complete
allocation THEN
Find critical cut X; X and calculate f  Av 

IF f   f  Av  < fOP
THEN

AOP  Av ; fOP  f  ; Xop; Xop  X; X
END_IF
Return
END_IF
Expand node v by assigning the next file to each of the
processing nodes without violating the constraints to
generate all successive nodes of node v
Determine the expanding order of all successive nodes.
FOR each of all the successive nodes, say u

IF f Au  < fOP
AND LX Au  < LX AOP  THEN
OP
OP
CALL Sub OFA u
END_IF
END_FOR
END_PROCEDURE

4.2

Example

Consider the network shown in Fig. 1a. The conditions are given as
follows. Node 3 is the target node; three data files with sizes
jF1 j  300k, jF2 j  400k, jF3 j  800k are to be allocated; disk
capacities of node 1 is 600 k, node 2 is 1,200 k, node 3 is 100 k,
and node 4 is 900 k. OFA results in the following trace (see Fig. 4).
.
.
.
.
.

Initially, v0 is the root.
Expand v0 by allocating file F3 to get v1 and v2 .
Expand v1 (with f  0:7) by allocating file F2 to get v3 , v4 ,
and v5 .
Expand v3 (with f  0:7) by allocating file F1 to get v6
and v7 .
Since node 2 is the ancestor of node 4 in the cut-tree,
expand v6 and obtain v8 . Compute f   0:96 and obtain
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between LPA and OFA.

Fig. 6. Performance of HFA.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

4.3


critical cut f1; 3g; f2; 4g. So, fOP
 0:96; AOP  2; 1; 2;
Xop; Xop  1; 3; 2; 4. Return to the higher level.

Since the f value of v7 is not less than fOP
, return to the
higher level.

Since the f values of v4 and v5 are not less than fOP
, return
to the higher level.
Expand v2 (with f  0:94) by allocating file F2 to get v9
and v10 .
Expand v9 (with f  0:94) by allocating file F1 and get v11 .

Since the f value of v11 is not less than fOP
, return to the
higher level.

Since the f value of v10 is not less than fOP
, return to the
higher level.
Return to the main program and the program terminates.

Performance

Here, the execution time of OFA is compared with that of the linear
programming approach (LPA). LPA is implemented by enumerating all valid allocations and, then, solving the corresponding linear
programming problems to determine the optimal allocation. The
simplex method [16] is used to solve linear programming problems
in LPA. In this work, the LPA and OFA programs are coded in C++
and run on a PC (Pentium 100).
Our experiments investigate the performance of OFA by

5

HEURISTIC FILE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM (HFA)

OFA may fail to yield an optimal solution in a reasonable
amount of time if the number of data files is large. We modify
OFA by letting the searching stops as soon as the first complete
allocation is obtained. The modified algorithm, known as HFA,
has a polynomial-time complexity. The analysis of time
complexity of HFA is as follows: In the phase of constructing
the cut-tree, N ÿ 1 maximum flow computations must be
performed [8]. Since an O N 3  algorithm is available for the
maximum flow computation [13], the cut-tree construction has
time complexity O N 4 . In the second phase of file allocation,
the tree-expanding process has a complexity of O MN, where
M is the number of data files to be allocated. Since M is often
small than N 3 , the complexity of HPA is O N 4 .
To compare HFA and OFA, we consider the test data used in
Section 4. For example, with four data files, OFA visits 16,261
nodes in the search tree, while HFA visits only 81 nodes. For the
case of five data files, the number of nodes visited by OFA rapidly
increases to 346,672, while HFA visits only 101 nodes. The
performance of HFA for the test cases described in Section 4 is
shown in Fig. 6 (as histograms). The X-axis in Fig. 6 is the ratio
COST AH =COST AOP , where AH denotes the assignment
obtained by HFA and AOP represents the optimal assignment.
The Y -axis shows the percentage of test cases for the various
values on X-axis.

varying the number of files to be allocated on a network with
21 nodes and 26 links. File sizes are randomly generated, ranging
from 100 k to 1,500 k. Each node (except the target node) can be
allocated with, at most, two data files. Allocating data files on
target node in disallowed.
Fig. 5 summarizes the performance comparison between the two
algorithms. OFA performs much better than LPA. When the number
of data files exceeds 3, OFA is about 104 times faster than LPA.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a multipath routing model for the
allocation of files in a distributed system using the virtual circuit
scheme. Our research addressed efficient techniques for solving
the file allocation problem (FAP) which attempts to minimize data
transfer time based on the multipath routing. Two algorithms
(OFA and HFA) using the branch & bound technique are
developed to obtain an optimal and a suboptimal allocations.
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The evaluation functions used in branch & bound are based on the
critical cut concept. The experimental results suggest that the
critical cut approach outperforms the linear programming
approach in finding an optimal file allocation and routing of the
data. The results also suggest that the heuristic file allocation
algorithm (HFA) is a good approximation for the optimal FAP.
Our data transmission model is appropriate for an application
requiring massive data transfer from multiple files, such as
multimedia database retrieval. It is also applicable to different
types of applications that can be modeled as multiple-sourcesingle-sink flow problems.
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